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Why Tough Topics?
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★ Now more than ever, children have had greater 
exposure to confusing events and/or situations
○ Through experience, overheard from an adult, or on 
social media
★ If we’re having a hard time, they probably are too
○ Let’s give them the tools to get through
★ Discussion of these topics can build empathy and 
lead to positive emotional growth
○ Better equipped to handle difficult situations
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Scaffolding Conversations
★ Focus on the book & have child make 
predictions about the book’s content
○ Tap into prior knowledge but reinforce learning more from 
the book
★ Center on child and character connections
○ Ask how they are like the characters in the book and how 
they are different.
★ Explore responses to the text & illustrations
○ How would child feel if they were in the same situation as 
character? What would they do?
○ What do they notice about character body language, 
expression, etc. in illustrations?
○ What did they learn from book and what new questions do 
they have?
★ Make Real-World Connections
○ How does this relate to child’s immediate world?
○ How can they support someone dealing with same problem?
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Characteristics of the Best Books
★ Offer readers mirrors, windows, and sliding glass 
doors*
○ Are children able to build connections with themselves and others?
○ Children may learn something new and/or find comfort in the story
○ Do these stories reflect realistic experiences?
★ Relates the tough topic(s) into a format that is 
attractive to young readers and easier to understand
○ Most topics can be adapted into age appropriate conversations
★ Stories and characters are 
multidimensional
○ Just like in real life!
○ Characters don’t have a singular identity
★ Potential to leave a lasting 
impression
○ Is the child reaching for similar books?
○ Does it lead them to asking questions?
*Dr. Rudine Sims Bishop
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Centering Lens for Booktalks
★ Librarians can create roadblocks or walls 
when booktalking tough topics
Using an othering lens and presenting the book as a title 
about a particular tough topic: death, racism, grief, body 
autonomy, gender identity, etc. 
Othering booktalks reinforce the idea that the book is 
about someone completely and totally different from the 
reader. Creates an “us vs. them” mentality and prevents 
full engagement.
★ To engage readers, center the pitch on the 
exciting adventure or suspenseful plot 
that will draw in listeners from diverse 
background.
Promotes the universality of experiences, gets kids 
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Sample Booktalks with Program Connections























































Asexual Children, LGBTQ 





Welcoming Schools & GLSEN:
https://www.welcomingschools.org/resources/ and 
https://www.glsen.org/educator-resources
Trans Parent, Tween 
Novel














Tough Topics Addressed: Hostility Towards Native 
Americans, Native American History
Genre: Non-Fiction
Ages: 7 and UP
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Resources for More Connections & Books
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